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FIRE EMERGENCY COVERED BY MeBS
Paul Gill Wins New Friends
As Early-Bird Dis.c .J9ckey
It's with an extensive background the ragtime of the 20's; to DL-<leland
of show business that Paul Gill, "your jazz and 1:he latest ballad release by
cheerful man in the morning," goes on the husky-voiced Mel Torme.
the air each day to entertain his upMm:e and more, P2ul Gill is accused
with-the-birds listeners. Gill feeds of soun·ding like Arthur Godfrey with
his fast-moving patter to fans of his easy, lazy-styled technique of
VVLBZ, Bangor, and WCSH, Pon- runniJlg off an air show. But, in reland, for a full hour, Monday through sponse to this charge, Gill, who imSaturday, beginning at S:30.
itates no one but himself, wantS to
D awn finds Gill perched beside th e know "Who's this guy Godfrey? If
the turntables in the roles of disc he's stealing my stuff, I'll sue him."
jockey, story-teller, singer and comeGill celebrates his 17th year in show
dian. In his momentS as story-teller, business this month. Those years have
Gill relates quirks and oddioes that made a veteran of the man who got
are strictly his own. H e says they're his start in radio at WLBZ in Banbits he's gleaned here, there and every- gor. They've taken him down the
where along the road of life. The New England coast to all points west
comedian in Gill is ever-conscious of and south. His radio and night club
audience appreciation of honest, career led from "Down East" apdown-to-earth humor and, according- pearances to the crossroads of the
ly, his repertoire of jokes dwells on west. Peori:14 lliinois, remembers
such familiar nuisances as mothers- Gill as an emcee who broke an all-time
in-law, absent-minded professors and appearance record at the largest club F I RE COVERACB SCENES1-Qoaked by a thick pall of smoke, announcer
traveling salesmen.
west of Chicago. He also followed Bob Dargo of WCSH describes fire-figb.ing activities at C lough's Corner in
• Dayton minutes before flames levelled the community. With him on the speThe program also features a review the Lincoln Hotel circuit, one of the
cial broadcast were engineer Dan Randall ( silhouette et left). chief engineer
of Gill's fan mail which pours in from mid-west's largest chains.
Fred Crandon and managing di rector William Rines of MeBS. The photo
almost everywhere in Maine. H e
Service in World War II took Gill
belo,~ shows what happened to the comer shortly after the special events crew
reads it all, whether complimentary or south where his .talentS won him a left the scene on orders from the National Guard.
otherwise. And he often gives a new stage spot vacated by Red Skelton at
twist to the day's weather report, a Virginia Army Base. A final and
reading it backwards to hurl a brain memorable tribute was paid Gill oo
teaser at the listening audience.
the night before his di~charge. He
"Cuddle Up Time", that section of was called to do a command perfo.nnthe show w hen "the cheerful man" ance before thousands of his fellow
talks and sings the words over ac- servicemen.
company ing music, is a specialty of
With his Army service over, Paul
Gill's. The pur,I>ose 0£ this feature, returned to Maine, hls native and
he says, is to 'swoon 'cm over the favorite state. During the remaining
kitchen sink at six o'cloc1'--..iP Wat,.~
he did defenseJVOl'lc But.
~ ~ci~;;.;:;,.;;;:;; ;::~=;;~:::;::~~;;;;;:it=....;;:.:::~the mom.iog." Incidentally, the pl:it- his lllCV!table rernrnto the mi.Ice
ters Gill spins during hls hour-long lowed soon. Convinced that there's
presentation r un to all-time, all-tempo no business like show business, Gill
tunes. They include everything from says "On with the show."

ror--

Boom In Radio Sets
More than 1,000,000 radio sets
are being produced each month.
T his figure is disclosed in a report on third quarter production
by member companies of the
Radio Manufacturing Association. The report said the total
number qf radio setS produced
so far this year is 12,371,915.
The association said member
companies manufactured more
than one million receivers of all
- types in September.
In the televison field, a total of
55-tllousand receivers were made
this past month.

Maine D. A. R. Presents
Regular WLBZ Program
The Maine Society, Daughters of
the American R evolution, J1as started
a new series of programs over vVLBZ,
Bangor. T he initial program last
month marked the third year of "D.
A. R. Time" over the Bangor station.
Presented monthly at 2:45 p. m., the
broadcasts are arranged by Mrs. P.
Smith, state chairman of the radio
committee. "D.A.R. Time" received
commendation at the D.A,R. national
meeting in Washington, according to
Mrs. Smith. She was appointed National Vice Radio Chairman for a
seven-state region.

Skelton Celebrates
11th Year On Air
Red Skelton, with all of his zany
characterizations, includinir Willie
Lump Lump, Clem Kadidlehopper,
Deadeye and Junior, the "mean widd/e kid," has returned to NBC's stations in Maine.
Skelton celebrated the start of his
11th year on the air when he returned
this fall. Special commemorative program was written for the occasion.
The show, with its famed Skelton
"Scrapbook of Satire," features Anita
Ellis as vocalist. Verna Felton continues her third season as Junior's
grandmother and Pat McGeehan still

We're Sorry
We're sorry, but the fire emergency caused a delay in publication
of the The Maine Broadcaster this
month. Our entire staff was
util ized by the three NBC stations
in handling forest fire news and
RUbl ic service bulletins. We're
sure our subscribers understand,
but we promise to be on time with
the December issue.
portrays grandfather. Skelton's show
is heard over WCSH, WRDO and
,¥LBZ, Tuesdays at 10.30 p. m.

Check Your Subscription Date, Please!
For some of our subscribers, this month marks the expiration of their
subscriptions. An easy way to check is by noting figures at the right
of your name and address on Page 8.

NBC CORR ES>PONOENT-W. W. C haplin, noted N BC newsman, covered
the fires in Maine on special network pickups for the entire nation. H e's
shown (left ) with news director J ohn Hogan of the Maine Network News Service in the central newsroom.

F9r instance, subscriptions expiring this month are dated 11/47, which
' stands for November 1947. Check your figures NOW. This may be you,
last issue under your present subscription, If so, and you wish to renew,
simply clip off the top of the page, i11c/uding the printed bo:r, your name
and address and the expiration date ot t/1e right ... Check whether you wish
to renew for one or cwo years. and mail the clipping with the correct
remittance, to your nee rest MeBS station • WCSH, Portland; W RDO,
Augusta or WLBZ, .Bangor,

Speed, Ac~uracy
In News Reports
Win Listeners
It would take many thousands of
words and much more space than
The Maine Broadcaster contains to
tell the full story of how WCSH,
WRDO and ,i\lLBZ covered the fire
emergency. Perhaps it would suffice
to say that the three stations p laced all
of their personnel on 24 hour ducy
during the emergency and cancelled
regular programs whenever necessary
to bring the story of the holocaust to
news-hungry listeners. But there's
much more to be told than that.
Many staff-members of the Maine
Network News Service went into the
critical fire a1·eas and risked their
lives in the path of the flames to
gather authentic reports. Others
stopped their news work entirely to
help fight the fires, and others worked with the Red Cross in r elief chores
for the fire fighters and evacuees,
Agnes Gibbs, home economics
director of WCSH, went to Hiram
and set up the Red Cross headquarters in that town. She worked all
night until the center was ope.raring
smoothly and, at the same time, kept
the central newsroom in Portland advised by telephone on fir e conditions
in the area.
P~l Johnson, recently-named producoon manager of \.VCSH, covered
the deY.2.Stlltiog fires in York County
by rape recorder. As special correspondent with the Maine Network
News Service, he was the first radio
reporter in Kennebunkport when fires
were destroying property at Goose
Rocks Beach, Beachwood, Cape P orpoise and .Biddeford Pool. That was
the first day of the fires, and from
then on, Johnson was sent to every
critical area in York County as the
flames roared through Southern
Maine. His eye-witness r eports can
safely be numbered among the best
that have ever been aired by the radio
industry.
At Goose R ocks Beach, he and his
engineer Dan Randall, broadcast from
the seeps of a- home chat had just
caught fire. At Waterboro, after
citizens had been removed to safety,
J ohnson found an empty house with a
light still burning on the p orch. H is
engineer hastily used the porch socket
as a power supply for the tape recorder, keeping the device in the truck
so they could pull out swiftly when
th~ flames swept in. All of these eyewitness reports were recorded at the
scene and rushed back to the studio
for presentation on the air.
Bu Harbor Coverage

The fire that swept over much of
Mt. Desert Island was covered swiftly
and accurately by the Maine 1 etwork
News Service. Special correspondent
Ellis O'Brien, only recently added to
tl1e WCSH staff, was the first newsman on the Island. He set up a special news desk in the Bar Harbor
municipal building and was given complete access to the fire areas by the
National Guard. He went through
the partial destruction of Bar Harbor
unscathed, although for a time he
huddled on the waterfront with residents of the town, awaiting rescue by
sea. But, fortunately that was not
necessary. O'Brien was the first newsman to put out an official tally of
damages in Bar Harbor. H e was the
first to air a direct-line broadcast from
the lsland, and the first to interview
evacuees at Ellsworth. In cooperation
with staff-members of WLBZ, Bangor, O'B,rien covered the Bar Harbor
blaze from every angle. He was con-
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D ear Friends:
My how the days slip by and we s:11 seem J;o be getting into the
whirl of club meetings, church faii,s and th'!,,usual winter activities.
Don't look now,
but Chrismas is
just around the
corner! There, I
didn't intend to
spoil your day,
but if we are to
enjoy tlie Christmas season we
should do a little
planning.
We all enjoy
the rush and excitement up to a
point and then it getS to be a burden.
Planning ahead is the answer. Have
you thought of jams or pickles as
gifts? This will be the first Christmas since sugar rationing so we can
get out our special recipes again and
give a jar of jam - a small fruit cake
or special cookies to that friend who
lives in an apartment or who lives
alone.
,
One of my favorites is the following marmalade. You may like to fill
small orange juice glasses witl1 a variety of jellies or jams and then the
glasses can be used afterwards.
WINTER MARMALADE
l lb. apricots
l lemon
1 large cun pineapple
1 small jar marischino cherries. Cut

in ha.If.

2 tins 2/3 full and steam for three
hours. Tic on top of each ti11 a piece
of ~"'.,ax paper or cellophane.

You may wonder whether I have
completely forgotten that Thanksgiving comes before Christmas., No
I haven't, but some of this cooking can
be done well in advance of both holidays. Cranberries are in the market
now so take out that cranberry relish
recipe. Mine calls for 1 quart of cranberries and 1 orange skin and aH (remove seeds) put through the meat
grinder. Add l cup sugar and allow
to stand in the, refrigerator for 24
hours be.fore using. It will keep for
two weeks if you can keep the family
away!
Here arc a few hints to help you:
To remove a button from a garment slip a fork under it before staning ro cue the thread with scissors or
razor blade. This avoids danger of
cutting the material.
Dampen a pair of old socks with a
bit of furniture polish - slip one on
~ach hand and zip through your dustwg.
Putting up freshly laundered curtains? Slip the finger of an old glove
over the eud of d1e cunain rod. Saves
time, temper and the curtain t00!

'

A GROUP OF FOLKS PROM NBC.- Not the National Broadcasting Compony but National Biscu it Company.

They've gath ered at the "Down Eost

Bakery" ot Portland to talk over plans for WCSH broadcasting, (L eft to
right ) front row, H. N. Noring( Manager; R. M. Leavitt, F. C. Ripley
(nearly hidden), F . J. Conway, A. F . Fcrruci, J . R . Bowen, ass't A dv . mgr.
B~ck Row: A . .J . Fitzgibbon, Dis t. Sales Mgr. ; W. H. Bloke, R . T. Sloane,
W. M. Meserve, D. H. C hadwick, special representative; P. S. Staley, and
L . D. Anderson, special representative.
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BY JAKE BROFEE
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The extensive coverage given the
recent forest fo·es in N1aine made one
point clear. The Maine Network
News Service is geared to provide
total coverage of the state at a momem's notice.
Special praise is due the entire news
room crew who worked on a 'round
the clock' basis: Victor Best, night
news editor; Helen McCarthy, news
writer and reporter; Dorothy Fuller,
receptionist who gathered human interest material in the Biddeford area;
announcers Ed Edgren and Bob
Dargo, who put in long hours behind
the mike, and the office staff of all
d1ree NBC stations-Connie Motherwell, Margaret McCurdy, Rowena
Hinds and Virginia Gronberg.
Our correspondents in the many
towns and communities of Maine
were busy too, phoning and writing
in their regular reports.
This same vast system of news
gathering- the greatest ever developed for radio in the state - will be
pressed foto service in all important
news events. Our next big-job probably will be coverage of the June
primaries in 1948-and listeners are
assured that the news will be swift
and accurate.

FAREWELL TO OUR '47 GARDENS.
Now that our outdoor gardening season has come to an end, it
may be a good time to r eflect upon how we may improve next year's
garden. I am sure you will want to have one. If you do not think so
now, perhaps you will before the winter is over. Food is the scarcest
commodity in the world today, and without an abundance of food there
can be no peace in this world. The food you grow adds to our supply
besides giving you a sense of satisfaction and security.
I hope that
you kept some
kind of garden
calendar during
the year. When
~ d you Sta.rt
your t o m a to
seeds?
W e re
the plants just
about the proper
siw fox nan..planting into the
garden or were
they too long and
leggy? A season such as we have
just had certainly emphasizes the need
for setting well developed plants. The
seasoo was late getting started and
fall for us came early. We had only
about 135 days between frosts instead
of the expected 170. In other words
we lost one month of growing season
this year.
An abundance of rainfall during the
early part of the growing season produced a soft and lush type of growth
and favored disease attack. These
rains leached many of tl1e plant nutrients from the soil, so that unless
your soil was liberally supplied with
organic matter or unless you added
plant nutrients, growth was unsatisfactory.
Then, followed tl1e heat and drought
of August. Lawns turned brown, the
corn leaves began to roll and growth
was again at a standstill. In spite of
tl1esc adversities, most folks seemed to
enjoy a satisfactory gardening season.
The challenge of making plants respoud is ever intriguing.
Whether you have a garden next
year or not it is advisable to tl10roughly clean up the old plant debris, so as
to er:1dicate many insect and disease
pests. If you have a compost heap,
most of the garden refuse may be put
with it. The decomposed compost
may be used in the garden or around
your shrubbery. Another garden chore
that you probably have done this fall
was the raking of leaves. In spite of
the fact that most folks recognize tl1at
leaves are an important source of
organic matter and dut Motl1er Nature has imended they be returned to
the soil many folks have destroyed
them by burning.

Try a small fish bowl or partridge
Soak _ ap;:icots__flVet: _night. Cook berry bowl for whipping cream. The
slowly until tender. Add juice and - crc=r-,,..-:r.:ft-splaslr . D i e l ~
partridge berries? A berry bowl is
1-ind of lemon and pineapple.
one
of the loveliest gifts for a shut
Use 3/ 4 as much sugar as fruit.
'Cook until d1ick, adding drained in or :myone who enjoys a touch of
color iu the room.
cherries at the end of cooking.
Fruit cakes make nice gifts and can
Until tomorrow morning at 8:30be made now for Christmas giving. Good bye
I am giving you two recipes-one less
-Ag11es Gibbs
expensive than the other. The steamed
fruit cake can be made in other containers, but #2 tins make a nice gift
size and tl1c cakes can be removed
from the tin wrapped in cellophane
and returned to tile tin for mailing.
,Bake a fruit cake in an angel cake
tin aod it will be tl1oroughly doneno soggy center!
Many WCSH listeners are humming a new song these days - one they
BOILED FRUIT CAKE
think is headed for bigger things. The
tune, entitled, "Tell Me" (Why I
1 cup sugar
Love You), was written just recently
l cup water
by WCSH's own Dick Lewis, tl1e key1 cup ground raisins
board artist who presents a quarter
1/2 cup shortening
hour of music on "Keyboard TapBeat in
estries" each morning at 7:30.
2 cups fiour
As yet an infant song, "Tell Me"
1 tsp. salt
has aroused so much comment from
l tsp. soda
1/2 tsp. nutmeg, cinnamon, cloves radio entertainers and audiences, that
1 tsp. lemon extract. Bake slowly Dick has changed his "Tapestries"
theme from "Say It vVith Music" to
l hour
Boil IO minutes, citron, nuts, etc. may his own tune. PauJ Gill of the WCSH
entertainment staff collaborated with
be added.
Dick in writing the lyrics.
STEAMED FRUIT CAKE
Larry Brooks of Broadway's "Song
1/ 2 cup shortening
of Norway" recently came foto the
1/2 cup sugar
studios during a visit to his home at
l egg
Westbrook. He heard and sang the
l cup molasses
new tune. And he assured Dick that
1 tsp. soda, dissolved in
when tl1e song is published, he will do
1 cup sour milk
everything ro push it to popuJarity in
l tsp. vanilla
New York.
1/2 cup ground citron
"Say It '\ ,Vith Music" was Lewis'
3 cups flour
theme for two years before the dis1/2 tsp. cinnamon
tinct possibilities of "Tell Me" brought
1/ 4 tsp. cloves
about the change.
1/8 tsp. nutmeg
1 cup raisins
1/2 cup currants
Duriug the fire emergency, tl1e
1/3 cup walnuts, cut
CAREFUL FEEDING AND
staffs
of WCSH, WRDO and WLBZ
1/2 cup preserved cherries
MANAGEMENT FOR HIGH
worked twenty-four hours a day.
FALL M ILK PRODUCTION
Cream shortening; add sugar and M.icrophones, wire recorders, typeProducing enough milk to m-~t fall
'continue creaming. Add molasses, writers and switchboards were manned
then egg. Sift and measure fiour; add every minute of the day and night. consumption needs will require spespices and sift again. Add sifted dry ln each 24-hour period, approx.imately cial thought and care on part of
iJigredicnts alternately with milk to 5,000 telephone calJs came in for pub- Maine farmers. The summer and fall
which has been added the soda, add lic service announcements and news pasture seasons have passed and with
their passing have come new problems
vanilla, fruit and nuts. Fill oiled No. bulJetins.

WCSH Musician
Writes New Tune

'Pa,e·~'UJH/ 7~

Return To God
BY DR. HARRY TRUST

Preside'llt of tbe Bangor Theological
Seminary

of feeding and herd management.
During the summer, much of the feed
has come from pastures. Housing
has not been much of a problem.
Cattle have spent both days and nights
in the open.
The next six months will present a
different picture. Housing and feeding conditions will, by necessity, become artificial. The nearer nature
CJ1r be 'dtlplft:lftetl, the be ~.il1ue
the results. Changing from summer
to winter e1wironment will call for
changed med1ods in both feeding and
management.
1 ow, as cows are changing from
pasture to barn feeding, is the time
to start liberal feeding of hay and
ensilnge. Pasture grasses have been
succuellent. The moisture content of
the grasses has made the hay suec uellence. Early cut hay and rodcn
will produce more milk than late-cut
or rain-soaked hay used for winter
feeding. At this time, when milk
prices are high and the demand great,
high quality hay will be fed whenever
possible. This may not be convenMany people are greatly disturbed
ienc, but such a program will help to by the confiicts which distress us by
keep fall fresh cows producing. Keep- their constant repetition in these days.
ing these cows at a high level now We read of what is said at Lake Sucw1U help maintain better production cess, or hear debates over the air and
throughout the winter.
we know that all is not well. • Men
\ 1Vhile grain prices are high, milk ask, "what can we do about it?"
prices arc also high. This calls for
The question is easy to ask, but
normal winter grain feeding schedules
difficult to answer. A partial answer
for the next few months. An addi- has come from leading scientists, leadtion of one pound of grain to a feeding schcduJe of one pound of grain ers of our armed forces and some of
to two and one-half to three pounds our politicians, who urge that the
Church use all the influence it possibly
of mile according to the test will, over
a period of time, result in an nddition- can, that the power of religion may
be brought to bear to bring about a
al pound of a pound and one-ha.If of
better feeling among the nations of the
milk.
earth.
Cows enjoy comfort. Use plenty
In simple language they are telling
of bedding. Cold floors are conducive to other troubles. Do not keep tl1e religious world that what is needyour cows out to long even during ed is char people return to God. The
the middle of the day. The ground church has not been unfaithful to this
will be damp. Cows will lie on damp, mission. The big trouble is tl1at the
cold ground and will chill their udders people who need tl1e message of reand inflammation is likely to result. conciliation are not in the church.
When cows or young stock come And some very definitely claim they
into wiJ1ter quarters they may be in- have no need of God and do not befested with lice. Use a good louse lieve in Him, and such people are not
repellent. Several treatments should all in Russia.
We of d1e church are grateful for
be given at intervals of seven to ten
days. One treatment is not enough all that radio has made possible in
because while one treatment may kill getting tl1e message of religion into
the louse that it contacts, it will not the homes of people who have unchurched themselves by non-attendprevent the nits from hatching.
I am sure by following careful feed- ance.
ing and management the dairy herds
The great need of our day, as I
of Maine wiIJ be producing more see it, is that we return to God. In
milk to meet conswnption tit.is fall all humility let us seek to understand
and winter and as a result more dairy- and to practice the gospel of reconmen will show larger net profits from cil.iation. It is the only hope of t he
their herd.
world,
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Great Recordings Aired On Theatre Of ·Melody
Robert E. Smith
Wins Many Fans
Throughout Maine

Portland Station Introduces
New Program --~~As Maine Goes"
Station "\iVCSH, Portland's NBC
affiliate, is carrying a new, original
Singer Returns
program. The show, entitled "As
Maine Goes-" is heard Saturdays
Lucille Lavin, soprano soloist,
from 7:30 to 8:00 P, M.
has reswned her regular W edncsday evening bro:idcasts 0v,e,r
"As Maine Goes" is an entirely new
WCSH, Portland. She is heud
idea in that its sponsor, the Maine Net:it 7:30 p. m.
work News Service, dwells on the
The popular singer presents a
Maine,of Tomorrow rather than the
prog..i;am of light classical selecstate"s present-day progress and actions ani:l" Btoallw:iy melodies. She
tivities. In their ow.n words, the
is accompanied by Birge Petereditors and correspondents of the
son at the electric organ and
Maine Netwod< News Service present
Sandy Grant :it the pia110.
the half-hour program "of the opinions
Sponsored by the Wayside
and endearo:rs of the citi,:ens of
Furnirure Co. of West Scarboro,
Maine who are building for a better
she builds her prog.rams from a
state and 2 m@:r-e prmsperous peoplerepertoire of musical selections,
as Maine goes-forward!"
many of which she bas p0pularEach week, in preparing the script
ized on d1e light ope.ta st11ge.
for "As l\tfaine Goes" members of the
newsroom keep clmse watch on t he
doings of the government, the nation
and the state itself which will lead to
Here's something - Actor Robert
the further promotion of Maine's Davis, mule up as General Grant for
industries and resources.
an NBC t!Clovision '!ihow, :grabbed a
Io the opening broadcast of "As cab at Radio City and headed uptown
M2ine Goes" (Saturday, Oct, 18) , for a video appeorance :at Grant's
ffliot attention was paid to the part Tomb. The driver spottol:l ,the makethe state plays in furthering President up-bear.cl and all-and, ~tartled, let
Truman's food conservation program the engine die. The cab refused to
for i1Jhe <e:v.entual remedy of Europe's re-start, so Davis hopped out, only to
food scarcity. Three housewives, in- hear a portly Southern woman shriek,
terviewed on the program, rold of "My, God, it's Grant!" A crowd
their efforts in saving food and how gatheroo, but Davis pushed through
they bridge the poultryless, meatless hundreds of people, gralibed another
cab :ind made it to the T omb 12
and .eggless days.
seconds
before the television cameras
The Maine Publicity Bureau, tl1e
agent by which Maine's industry and were switched to that sight. The
vacationland attractions are publicized, show went on.
was also given d1e spotlight. A detailed report was aired on the function's
of the Bureau to raise Maine's stock
f urther with people all over the country.
All chis, and the information of
future broadcacts, is done with a look
t0 the future.
•
'"As Maine Goes" has received the
congr:mtlations of Governor Horace
Hildreth who wired that the program"is a highly commendable addition to
radio broadcasting in Maine."

'When Robert E. Smith of New
England Regional Network's "T heatre of Melody" hears the plirase "let's
take a look. at the records," he just
naturally c.-xpects that someone wants
tO peruse his personal library of over
11,000 recordings, one of the largest,
best-known and most valuable collections in the country. Bob's life is one
continuous round of thinking, talking
and playing records. They've been
his business and his hobby.
A talented musician who has sung
roles in many musical productions,
Bob is quick to evaluate the artistic
worth of pressings released in th.is
country and abroad, The recordings he selects for his "Theatre of
Melody'' programs, heard Monday
tlu·ough Friday at 9:30 a. m., over
WCSH, WRDO and WLBZ, have
come from the world over, with new
arrivals making their appearance each
week.
Bob says his interest in records dates
back to early childhood when he
found an old Edison phonograph in
his attic. Continaing on tlirough his
life, tl1at interest plus a dlorough
musical education, got hinl a job with
ROBERT E. £,MITH, emcee of "Theater of Melody," is beard Monday through
the Victor recording company as
Friday et 9.30 a. m . over WCSH, WRDO end WLBZ.
super visor of repertory and of recording sessions. This experience,
together with several years on BroadPaul Laval.le, NBC conductor, and
way and his musical activities with
his wife, Muriel Angelus, stage and
the National Broadcasting Company.
screen actress, are broadcasting news
has given Bob a background upon.
of the arrival of a daughter, Susan,
which he draws richly for the interborn last month in Doctor's Hospital,
esting and entertaining commentary
New York.
presented on his programs. Bob ts
John Mac- now eutering his third year as music
Vane, former commentator.
"Theatre of Melody" has been a
war corrcsponden t and now New England Regional Network feachief of the turn for a mere two months now, and
;NBC sta.lff already it is drawing highly appreciacovering t h e tive comment from listeners in all exUnited Nations, tremities of New England.
Show tunes are selected from the
was awarded
the rank of scores of great Broadway, Hollywood
Chevalier of the and European composers - Victor
French Legion Herbert, Cole Porter, Jerome Kern
of Honor by George Gershwin, Franz Lehar, Vin~
Foreign Minis- cent Youmans, Rodgers and Hart,
ter Georges Bi- Oscar Strauss, Irving Berlin, Sigmund
dault of France at a ceremony in Bi- Romberg, Jimmy Van H eusen and a
dault's suite at the Waldorf-Astoria host of others. Many are recorded
Hotel in New York this month.
by the original companies; others )vith
The hunor was bestowed on Mac- contemporary radio and recording
Vane in recognition of his service to stars.
As a former talent manager, Bob has
France while serving first as an International News Service correspond- a l~g:e ac9uaimance among big-time
ent and later as an NBC reporter in musicians, instrumental and vocal, and
France before and during World \.Var has a wealtl1 of personal anecdotes
II. The ceremony, at which Lisa with which to spice his commentaries.
Sergio, news commentator, was His style is sincere-and most imporsimilarly honored, marked the first tant of al.I, he knows whereof he
time that Biduult has personally con- ~peaks. Bob makes his headquarters
ferred the award on Americans in t his m. r.iartford, Conn., and his program
ongmates at WT(C.
country.
MacVane served in Europe from
1938 until 1945. His most notable
scoop was an 18-hour beat on the end Public Service
of hostilities between France and GerThe dtree Ma.inc NBC stations
many in June, 1940. He was the only
American radio man on the Dieppe worked in conjunction witl1 the Red
raid in August, 1942. He covered the Cross and other relief agencies in an
African campaign up to the fall of effort to obtain food, clothing and
Tunis. He made d1c first broadcast l~ving quarters for the homeless. Pubon the death of Darlan and the fuse lic ser_v1c~ annouo~ei_nents for military
broadcast report that Darlan's assassin org301zat1ons, religious and social
QUIZ WINNER reoeives prize from H ugh Tracy of th e Bongor Hydro-Electric had been condemned to die by a groups were broadcast as soon as re~ren 7h military court. On the D-Day ceived to inform listeners immediately
Company as program director Irvi ng H unter describes event to listeners.
invasion of Normandy, he was the of the facilities for die care and comIn observauce of the tenth anniver- Mrs. Sullivan was presented with a first rndio correspondent to land on fort of fire .. victims. Several Maine
sary of the Bendix Automatic Wasker, Silex Coffee /\faker for taking part the French coast. Upon reading Broadcasting System entertaioe.rs turnthe Bangor H ydro-Electric Comp:iny in the broadcast.
"Journey into vVar," MacVane's book ed over their programs to help fire
presented a quarter-hour quiz prooo his seven mond1s' experiences in victims. Uncle Hezzie turned his
gram over "\iVBLZ, September 23 at
Africa, Gen, Charles de Gaulle wrote "Trading Post" into a clearing house
During the recent Florida hurricane,
2:45 P. M. The \iVLBZ microphones
him, "France is proud to count you for furniture and clothing going to
NBC's
Miami
station,
WIOD,
was
cut
were set up in front of the modernamong her friends."
the homeless. And, on his evening
istic windows of the Bangor Hydro off from New York when phone lines
"Visit
wid1 Uncle Hezzie" over
A
native
of
Portland,
Me.,
MacBuilding on Main Street, with an were broken down. So. they set up Vane attended Phillips Exeter Acade- W~O and WLBZ, he made public
a
short-wave
relay
of
WIOD
to New
exact replica of the millionth Bendix
my, Williams College and Oxford s~rv1ce announcements, advising vicWasher displayed in the background. York, via Havana. During the height Universicy. H e lives in Manhattan tims where d1ey could secure living
Emcee Irving Hunter, WLBZ pro- of the blow, listeners in the New York with his wife and three children. He quarters, food and clothing.
gram director, quizzed passers-by in newsroom could hear vVIOD broad- is the son of Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Maca side walk question - and - answer casting. And, the first song they Vane of Portland.
heard was "Oh, What a Beautiful
You never can tell what goes on bebroadcast.
hind the scenes. When Anne-Marie
Mrs. Phyllis Hopkins of 7 West Morning."
Gayer, who plays Nana in the serial
Park Street, Bangor, was the lucky
Foreign publishiog houses in diree ''Katie's Daughter,'' posed for fashion
winner of a Silex Coffee Maker, do\l\lalter Tetley, who is Leroy on
occupied countries-Korcii, Austria
nated by the sponsor. As a furd1er "Great G ilderslecve," is a journalist a.nd Japan - will be assigned to re- pictures, she forgot the proper shoes.
tic-up with the Bendix anniversary, in his spare time. H e's writing two publish Erik Bamouw's "Radio Drama So she scurried around until she found
Hunter interviewed Mrs. John Sulli- columns weekly for the E11cino (Cal.) m Action,'' which includes eight plays a pair that fit her. They belonged to
van of 147 Pearl Street, Bangor, the News. H e also plays J ulius Abruzzio broadcast by NBC. The book, orig- Teri Keane, just ready to go on the
original user of the first Bendix sold on NBC's Alice Faye-Phil Harris ioal.ly published by Rinehart, is being air in "Just Plain Bill," an obliging girl
who played her non-audience show
by the Bangor-Hydro Company. show.
handled now by the War Department. barefoot.

Bangor Electric Company Honored

Eddy Howard
Gets New Show

Eddy Howard

Eddy H oward, singing-maestro and
composer of best-selling ballads, is
scarred with his orchestra on "Sheaffer
Parade" Sundays at 3 p. m. over
WCSH, WRDO and WLBZ.
His first three broadcasts originated
from the NBC Hollywood studios.
Bue, recendy Eddy and his gang
moved to Chicago for a series of
broadcasts which w ill extend through
Dec. 28. Later, he will go to New
York.
Eddy and his men of music broke
all 1946 records for the number of
times his orchestra, voice and songs
were heard on disc jockey shows.
And his outfit was chosen "band of
the year" by the platter-whirlers.

Former Portland
Man Is Awarded
French Medal

COMPLETE

NOVEMBER

PROGRAM

SCHEDULE

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

MORNING

MORNING
5-30 WCSH- Paul Gil
WLBZ- Paul Gil
6-00 ALL-News
6.us A L L-Paul Gil
6-25 ALL-News
6.30 ALL-Maine Farm Topics
7,00 WCSH- News
WRDO- U. P. News
WLBZ- Sacred Heart Program
7-05 WRDO- Radio Reveille
7-15 WCSH- Higbway of the Spirit
WLBZ- Slim Bryant's Wildcats
7.30 WCSt-f-Keyboard Tapestries
WRDO- U. P. News
WLBZ-ESSO Reporter
7-35 WRDO- Radio Reveille
WLBZ-Program H ighlights
7.45 WCSH-£ufety Man
WRDO-Morning Roundup
WLBZ- E llswortb Salute
6-00 ALL-Maine Network News
8.15 WCSH- Breakfest Serenade
WRDO--Do You Remt:mbcr
WLBZ- Happy Kitchen
3.30 WCSH- Here's Agnes Gibbs
WRDO- Thoughts for tht: Day
8-45 ALL - Maine Network News
9.00 WCSH- T rading Post
WRDO- Honeymoon in New York
WLBZ- The Wife Saver
9.15 WCSH- Tello-Test
WLBZ- Devotional Service
9-30 ALL-Melody Theater
10.00 A LL-Fred Waring
J0.30 ALL-Road of Life

MORNING
5.30 WCSH- Paul Gil
WLBZ- Paul Gil
6.00 A LL- News
6.05 ALL-Paul Gil
6.25 ALL-News
6-30 ALL-Maine Farm Topics
7.00 WCSH-News
WRDO-U. P. N ews
WL BZ-Sacred Heart Program
7-05 WRDO-Radio Reveille
7-15 WCSH- Highway of the Spirit
· , WLBZ-Dover.-Foxcroft Salute
7.30 WCSH-Keyboard Tapestries
WRDO-U. P. News
WLBZ-ESSO Reporter
7,35 WRDO-Radio Reveille
WLBZ- Program Highlights
7,45 WCSH- Safety Man
WRDO- Morning Roundup
WLBZ- Ellsworth Salute
8.00 ALL- Mai ne Network News
8.15 WCSH- Breakfest Serenade
WRDO- Do You Remember
WLBZ-Happy Kitchen
8.30 WCSH- Here's Agnes Gibbs
WRDO- Thoughs for the Day
8.45 ALL-Maine Network New•
9.00 WCSH- Trading Post
WRDO- H oneymoon in New York
WLBZ- Winterport Salute
9.15 WCSH-Tello-Teat
WLBZ- Church In The Wildwood
9-30 ALL-Melody Theater
10.00 AL L-Fred Waring
JO.JO ALL-Road of Life
10.45 ALL-Joyce Jordan
11.00 ALL-This is Nora D rake
11.15 ALL-Katie's Daughter
11-30 ALL-Jack Berch Show
11.45 WCSH-Lora Lawton
W RDO- Trio Time
WLBZ Norm Lambert

8.00 ALL-NBC News
8.05 ALL- Organ Recital
8-30 ALL-Church School
8.45 ALL-Maine Network News
9.00 ALL-Book of Books
9.15 ALL-Story to Order
9-30 ALL-Words And Music
9-45 WCSH-D. & H. Miners
WRDO- Southland Music
WLBZ-H omes on the Land
l Q.00 ALL-First Radio Parish Church
10-30 WCSH-News
WRDO-Cameos of Music
WLBZ-Cameos of Musio
10.45 WCSH- Organ Interlude
IO.SO WCSH-State Street Church
11-00 WRDO- Voices Down The Wind
WLBZ-ESSO Reporter
11,05 WLBZ-Church Service
11-30 WRDO- News Summary
11-45 WRDO- Voice of the Army
WLBZ- Red Cross Program
AFTERNOON
12-00 WCSH-News
WRDO-Church in Wildwood
WLBZ-Concert H all of the Air
12-15 WCSH-London Column
WLBZ- Christian Science Program
12-30 WCSH-Patterns in Melody
WR DO- Eternal Light
WLBZ- Belfast Salute
12.45 WLBZ- Newport Playhouse
1-00 ALL-Maine Network News
1-15 WCSH-Salon Strings
WRDO- The Waltz Lives On
WLBZ-Reflections
1.30 WCSH-University of Chicago
Roundtable _ __
WLBZ-University of Chicago
Round table
WRDO- H eaven's Harmony Hour
2.00 ALL-RCA Victor Show
2-30 ALL-H arvest of Stars
3.00 WCSH- Sheaffer Parade
WRDO- Symphony of Melody
WLBZ- Symphony of Melody
3,30 A LL-One Man's Family
4-00 ALL-Quiz Kids
4-30 WCSH- State of Your Future
WRDO-Musicana
WLBZ- Musicana
5-00 ALL-Ford Theater
EVENI NG
6-00 WCSH-News
WRDO-Catholic H our
WLBZ-Guest Star

10.45
ll.00
11.15
11.30
I 1.45

ALL-J oyce Jordan
ALL-This is Nora Drake
A LL-Katie's Daughter
ALL- Jack Berch Show
WCSH- Lora Lewton
WRDO- Trio Time
WLBZ- Belfast Salute
AFTERNOON

12-00 WCSH-Noontime News
WRDO-U. P. News
12.00 WCSH-Noontime News
. WLBZ- Korn Kobbl ers
WRDO-U. P. News
DO M
R d' N
WLBZ- Korn Kobblers
12-05 WR •- aine a 10 ews
12-10 WRDO-Noondey Revue
12.05 WRDO-Maine Radio News
12.15 WCSH-Luncheon Club
12-10 WRDO-Noonday Revue
WLBZ- ESSO Reporter
12-15 WCSH- Luncheon Club
12.20 WLBZ-Maine Radio News
WL BZ- ESSO Reporter
12.30 WCSH- Marjorie Mills
. N
WLBZ-Mariorie Mills
12-20 WLBZ-M aine R a d10
ews
12.45 WRDO- Radio Rodeo
12-30 WCSH- Marjorie Mills
1.00 ALL-Maine Network News
WLBZ-Marjorie Mills
1.15 WCSH- Maine News
12-45 WRDO- Radio Rodeo
WRDO- Three Suns
1-00 ALL-Maine Network News
WLBZ- Matinee Revue
1.15 WCSH- Maine News
1,20 WCSH- Salon Strings
WRDO- Art Van Damme Quartet
I.JO WCSH- Tony and Juanita
WLBZ- Matinee Revue
WRDO- Robert McCormick
WL BZ-Robert McCormick
1-20 WCSH- Salon Strings
1.45 ALL Believe It or Not
1.30 WCSH- Tony and Juanita
2_00 ALL-Today's Children
W RDO- Robert McCormick
- - - -- -WJ:,D-n-Robert-MeGornl'fck- - - - - - - - - - - -2,,J.Htrbb---WC&l'ft1t1H....Wbite
1.45 ALL-Believe It or Not
2.28 ALL-Story of Holly Sloane
2.00 ALL-Today's Children
2.40 ALL -Betty Crocker
2.15 ALL-Woman in White
2.45 WCSH- Ligbt of the World
WRDO-Sammy Kaye
O
f
H
O
11
SI
8
S
2-2 ALL- tory
Y
oane
WLBZ- Old Town Salute
2-40 ALL-Betty Crocker
3.00 ALL-Life Can Be Beautiful
2.45 WCSH- Light of The World
3.15 ALL-Ma Perkins
WLBZ- Dr. McNeil
WRDO- V icent Lopez
3.30 ALL-Pepper Young's Family
3-00 ALL-Life Can Be Beautiful
4.00 ALL-Backstage Wife
J .15 ALL-Ma Perkins
4-15 ALL-Stella Dallas
3-30 ALL-Pepper Young's Family
4,30 ALL-Lorenzo J ones
3,45 A LL- Right To Happiness
4.45 ALL- Young Widder Brown
4.00 ALL-Backstage Wife
5-00 WCS H-When A Girl Marriet
WRDO- U. P. News
4-15 ALL-Stella Dallas
WLBZ- Shoppers Variety Revue
4-30 ALL-Lorenzo Jones
5-05 WRDO- 1400 Club
4-45 ALL-Young Widder Brown
5.15 WCSH-Portia Faces Life
5,00 WCSH'....When A G irl Marries
5.25 WLBZ-Standerd Shoe Pgm.
WRDO- U. P. News
WLBZ- Shoppers Variety Revue
5-30 WCSH---Just Plain Bill
WRDO-A Visit with Hezzie
5-05 WRDO- 1400 Club
WLBZ-Visit With Hezzie
5.15 WCSH- Portia Faces Life
5,45 WCSH- Front Page Farrell
5-30 WCSH- J ust Plain Bill
WRDO- A Visit with Hezzie
EVENING
WLBZ- Visit With Hezzie
t
6-00 ALL-Maine Network News
5.45 WCSH- F ront Page Farrell
6,15 ALl..r--Spor ts Journal
EVENING

6.15 WCSH-Arlyn E. Barnard
WLBZ- ESSO Reporter
6,20 WLBZ- Meine Radio News

6.30 ALL-Hollywood Star Preview
7.00 ALL-Jack Benny Show
7-30 ALL-Fitch Band Wagon
8.00 ALL-Charlie McCarthy
8.30 ALL-Fred Allen %ow
9.00 AL L-Manhattan Merry-Go-Round
9-30 ALL-Am. Album of Familiar
Music
10.00 ALL-Take It or Leave It
10.30 AL L-The Big Break
11.00 ALL-Maine Network News
11.15 ALL-Story Behind the Headlines
11.30 WCSH- Dave Carroway Show
WLBZ- Dave Carroway Show
WRDO- Sign Off
12-00 WCSH-News
WLBZ- News

AFTERNOON

6-00 ALL-Maine Network News
6.15 ALL-Shell Journal
6-25 WCSH - Maine Stnte N ews
WRDO- Pro¢ram Prevues
WLBZ- Musical Interlude
6.30 WCSH- Tony & Juanita
W RDO- Sweet & Swing
WLBZ-Norm Lambert
6.45 WCSH- 3-Star Extra
WR DO- U. P. News
WLBZ- ESSO R eporter
6-50 W RDO- Maine Radio News
WLBZ- Maine Radio News
7.00 ALL-Supper Club
7-15 ALL-News of the World
7.30 ALL- The Favorite Story
8.00 ALL-Cavalcade of America
!S-:SU ALL Voice of F irestone
9.00 ALL The T elephone Hour
9.30 ALL-Dr. I. Q .
10-00 ALL-Contented Program
10.30 ALL-Fred Waring
11.00 WCS,H- Maine Network News
WRDO- World News
WLBZ- ESSO Reporter
11.15 ALL-News of World
11-30 WCSH-Swing Circle
WRDO- Reserved for Dancing
WLBZ- T ed Straetter's Oreb.
12.00 ALL-News

6-25 WCSH- Maine State News
WROO-Program Prevues
WLBZ-Musical Interlude
6.30 WCSH- Tony & Juanita
WROO- Sweet & Swing
WLBZ------iS'ketches in Melody
6,45 WCSH-3-Star Extra
WROO- U. P. News
WLBZ-ESSO Reporter
6-50 WRDO- Maine Radio News
WLBZ-Meine Radio News
7-00 ALL- Supper Club
7.15 ALL-News of the World
7,30 WCSH-Skippy Hollywood Theater
WRDO- In Your Name
WLBZ Memoirs
7.45 W RDO- Little Show
WLBZ-Ricbard Harkness
8.00 ALL-Milton Berle
8,30 ALL- Date With Judy
9.00 A LL-Amos 'n Andy
9.30 Fibber McGee and Molly
10.00 ALL-Bob Hope
10.30 ALL-Red Skelton
11.00 WCSH- Maine Network News
WRDO-World News
WLBZ-ESSO Reporter
11-15 ALL-News of World
11-30 WCSH-Swing Circle
WRDO-Reserved for Dancing
WLBZ-The Click Orchestra
12-00 ALL-News

WED:

MC
5.30 WCSH- Pa1
WLBZ- Pa
6.00 ALL-New,
6.00 ALL-Paul
6-25 ALL-New
6.30 A LL-Main
7-00 WCSH-Ne
WRDO-U.
WLBZ-S'B.
7-05 WRDO-Rt
7.15 WCSH- Hi
WLBZ-Sli
7.30 WCSH- Ke
WRDO- U.
WLBZ-ES
7.35 WRDO- Rt
WLBZ-Pr•
7-40 WLBZ-Nc
7.45 WGSH- Sal
WRDO-M
WLBZ- Ell
8.00 A LL Main~
8.15 WCSH- Br
WRDO- D,
WLBZ- H e
8-30 WCSH-HE
WRDO- Ti
S.45 ALL- Maic
9.00 WCSH-Tr
WRDO- M,
WLBZ-TI:
9,15 WCSH- Te
WLBZ-Ch
9.30 A LL-Mele
10.00 ALL-Fred
10.30 ALL-Roac
10-45 ALL-Joye,
ll.00 ALL-This
11-15 ALL-Katie
11-30 ALL-Jack
11.45 WCSH- Lo
WRDO-Tt
WLBZ-Sa·

AFT

12.00 WCSH- Nc
WRDO- U.
WLBZ- Kc
12.os WRDO- M
12-10 WRDO- N,
12-15 WCSH- Lu
WLBZ-ES
12,20 WL BZ- M1
12.30 WCSH- M1
WLBZ-M1
12.45 WRDO- M
1.00 ALL-Mair
1.15 WCSH- M1
WRDO- C,
WLBZ-M1
1.20 WCSH-Sa:
1.30 WCSIH-Tc
WRDO-R,
WLBZ-Rc
1.45 ALL-BeliE
2,00 ALL- Toda
2,15 ALL Womi
2.28 ALL-5tor1
2.40 ALL Betty
2.45 WCSH-Li;
WLBZ-Wa
WRDO- Vi
3.00 ALL-Life
3.15 ALL Ma f
3.30 AL L-Pepll
3.45 ALL-Righ
4.00 ALL Backs
4.15 ALL-Stell
4-30 ALL-Lore
4.45 ALL-You1
5.00 WCSH- Wi
WRDO- U.
WLBZ- Sb
5.05 WRD0-14
5-15 WCSH- Po
5-30 WCSH-Ju
WRDO-A
WLBZ-Vi,
5,45 WCSH-Fr

8'

6.00 ALL-Maic
6.15 ALL-Shell
6-25 WCSH- M:
WRDO-Pr
WLBZ- M,
6-30 WCSH- To
W RDO----&P
WLBZ- Nc
6.45 WCSH-3-~
WRDO-U.
WLBZ-ES
6.50 WRDO-M
WLBZ-Me
7.00 ALL-Supp
7-15 ALL-New
7.30 WCSH- Lu
WRDO-H
WLBZ- H ,
7.45 WCSH- Pl,
WLBZ- H
WRDO- H.
8.00 A LL-Dey
8-30 A LL--Grea
9.00 ALL-Duff·
9.30 ALL-Mr.
10-00 ALL-The
10.30 A LL-Jimn
1,00 WCSH-Ma
WRDO-W,
WLBZ-ES
11.15 ALL-New:
11.30 WCSH- Sw
WRDO- Re
WLBZ- Yo
12.00 ALL-New1
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S.JO WC~H- Paul Gil
WLBZ-Paul Gil
6.00 ALL-News
6-05 ALL-Paul Gil
6.25 ALL-News
6.J0 ALL-Maine Farm Topics
7.00 WCSH-News
WRDO- U. P. News
WLBZ-S11cred Heart Program
7.15 WRDO-Radio Reveille
WLBZ- Pittsfield Salute
WCSH- Sacred Heart P rogram
7.30 WCSH- Keyboerd Tapestries
WROO- U. P. News
WLBZ- ESSO Reporter
7.35 WROO- Radio Reveille
WLBZ- P rogrem Highlights
7.45 WCSH-Safety Man
WRDO- Morninii Roundup
WLBZ- Mochias Salute
8,00 ALL-Maine Network News
8-15 WCSH- Breakfast Serenad'e
WRDO- Roger Nye
WLBZ-Happy Kitchen
8.30 WCSH- Here's Agnes Gibbs
WRDO- T houghts for the Day
8.45 ALL-Moine Network News
9,00 WCS,H- T rading Post
WRDO- H oneymoon in New York
WLBZ-Bucksport Salute
9.15 WCSH- Tello-Test
WLBZ- Church In The Wildwood
9-30 A LL-Melody Theater
10.00 WCSH- Fred Waring
10.30 ALL-Road of Life
10.45 ALL-Joyce J ordan
11,00 ALL-This is Nora Drake
11.15 ALL-Katie's Daughter
11.30 ALL-Jack Berch Show
11.45 WCSH- Lora Lawton
WRDO- Trio Time
WLBZ- Norm Lambert
AFTERNOON
12-00 WCSH- Noontime News
WRDO- U. P. News
WLBZ- Korn Kobblers
12.05 WRDO-Moine Radio New,
12.10 WRDO- Noonday Revue
12.15 WCSH- Luncheon Club
WLBZ- ESSO Reporter
12.20 WLBZ- Maine Radio New,
12.30 WCSH- Marjorie Mills
WLBZ-Marjorie Mills
12.45 WRDO- Radio Rodeo
1-00 A LL- Moine Network News
1-15 WCSH- Mnine News
W ROO- Three Suns
WLBZ- Matinee Revue
1-20 WCSH-Salon Strings
J.30 WCS H-Tony and Juanita
WRDO- Robert McCormick
WLBZ-Robert McCormick
1.45 ALL-Beicve It Or Not
2.00 ALL-Today's Children
2-15 ALL-Woman ia White
2.28 ALL-Story of Holly Sloane2,40 A L L-Betty Crocker
2-45 WCSH- Light of the World
WLBZ-Social Security
WRDO-Sammy Kaye
3,00 ALL-L ife Can Be Beautiful
J,15 ALL-Ma Perkins
3.30 ALL-Pepper Young's Family
3.45 ALL-Right To Happineu
4-00 ALL-Backstage Wife
4,15 ALL-Stella Dallas
4,J0 ALL-Lorenzo J ones
4.-15 ALL- Young Widder Brown
S.00 WCS-H- When A Girl Marrie1
WRDO-U. P. News
WLBZ-Shoppers Variety Revue
5-05 WRD0- 1400 Club
5,15 WCSH- Port.io Faces Life
5.25 WLBZ-Standard Shoe Pgm.
5-30 WCSH- Just Pain Bill
WRDO- A Visit with Hezzie
WLBZ- Visit With Hezzie
5,45 WCSH- Front Page Farrell
EVENING
6.00 ALL-Maine Network N ew,
6.15 ALL- Sports J ournal
6-25 WCSH- Moine State News
WRDO- Program Prevues
WLBZ- Musical In terlude
6.30 WCSH- Tony & Juanita
WRD0-5-weet & Swint!
WLBZ- Flight with Music
6.45 WCSH - 3-Star Ext ra
WRDO- U. P. News
WLBZ- ESSO Reporter
6.50 WRDO-Maine Radio News
WLBZ- Maine Radio News
7.00 ALL-Supper Club
7.15 A LL-News of the World
7-30 WCSH- Proudly We H ail
\VLBZ-To Be Announced
WRDO- Longine ~mpbonette
7.45 WLBZ- Ricbard Harkness
iWCSH- Gues t \Sitar
8.00 ALL-Aldrich Family
8.30 ALL-Burns and Allen
9.00 ALL-The Music H all
9.30 ALL-Sealtest Villo,te Store
10.00 ALL-Bob Howk Show
IO.JO ALL-Eddie Cantor Show
ll.00 WCSH- Maine Network News
WRDO- World News
WLBZ-ESSO Reporter ·
11.15 AL L-News of World
11-30 WCSH-Swing Circle
WRDO- Reserved for Dancing
WLBZ-First Piano Quartet
12,00 ALL-News

WRDO

1400

FRIDAY
MORNING
5.J0 WCSH- Paul Gil
WLBZ-Paul Gil
6.00 ALL-News
6-05 ALL-Paul G il
6-25 ALL-News
6,25 WCSH-News
WLB Z-News
6.30 A LL-Maine Farm Topics
7.00 WCSH-News
WRDO- U. P. News
WLBZ-Sacred Heart Program
7.05 WROO-Radio Reveille
7.15 WCSH- Morning Devotions
WLBZ-Slim Bryant's Wildcats
7.30 WCSH-Kcyboord Tapestries
WRDO-U. P. News
WLBZ-ESSO Reporter
7-35 WRDO-Radio Reveille
WLBZ-Program H ighlights
7.45 WCSH-Safety Man
W RDO- Morning Roundup
WLB Z--Calais Salute
8.00 A LL-Maine Network News
8.15 WCSH- Breakfast Sere.:iade
WLBZ- Happy Kitchen
WRDO-Do You Remember
8.J0 WCS-H- Here's Agnes Gibbs
WRBO- Tbou)!hts for the Day
8.45 ALL-Maine Network New,
9.00 WCSH- Trading Post
WRDO- Honeymoon in New York
WLBZ-The Wife Saver
9,15 WCSH- T ello Test
WLBZ-Church In The Wildwood
9.30 ALL-Melody Theater
10.00 ALL-Fred Waring
IO.JO ALL-Road of L ife
10.45 ALL-Joyce Jordan
11.00 ALL-This is Nora Drake
l I.IS ALL-Katie's Daughter
ll -30 A LL-Jeck Berch Show
11.45 WCSH- Lora Lawton
WRDO-Trio Time
WLBZ-Bucksport Salute
AFTERNOON
12.00 W~H-Noontime News
WRDO-U. P. N ews
WLBZ-Korn Kobblers
12.05 WROO-Maine Radio New,
12.}0 WRDO- Noonday Revue
12.15 WCSH- Luncheon Club
WLBZ- ESSO Reporter
12.20 WLBZ-Maine Radio New,
12.J0 WCSH- Marjorie Mills
WROO-Kecp On Keepin' On
WLBZ-Marjorie Mill,

12.-15 WRDO- Radio Rodeo
1.00 A LL-Maine Network News
1-15 WCSH -Maine News
WRDO-Tabt rnacle Bible Quiz
WLBZ-Matinee Revue
1.20 WCSH-Salon Strings
I.JO WCSH- Tony and Juanita
WRDO- Robert McCormick
WLBZ- Robert McCormick
1.45 ALL-Believe It Or Not
-2,00 ALI.,-Today'e Children
2,15 ALL Woman io White
2.28 ALL-Story of Holly Sloane
2,40 ALL-Betty C rocker
2.45 WCSH- Light of the World
WRDO--Vincent Lopez
WLBZ-Joyce Robinson
:,.,,_-._.:
3-00 ALL-Life Can Be Beautiful
3-15 ALL-Ma Perkins
J.JO ALL-Pepper Young's Family
345 ALL-Right To Happinese
4-00 ALL-Backstage Wife
4,15 ALL-Stella Dallas
4.30 ALL-Lorenzo J ones
4.45 ALL- Young Widder Brown
5.00 WCSH- When A Girl Marries
WRDO- U. P. News
WLBZ-Sboppers Variety Revue
5-05 WRD0-1400 Club
5-15 WCSH- Portia Faces L ife
5,30 WCSH- Just Plain Bill
WRDO- A Visit with Hczzie
WLBZ-Visit with Hezzic
5-45 WCSH- Front Page Farrell
EVENING
6.00 ALL-Mai ne Network New,
6.15 ALL-Shell Journal
6.25 WCSH-Maine State New,
WRDO- Pro,iram Prevue,
WLBZ- Musical Interl ude
6.30 WCSH-Tony & Juanita
WRDO---Sweet & Swing
WLBZ-Norm Lllmbert
6.45 WCSH- 3-Star Extra
WRDO-U. P. News
WLBZ-ESSO Reporte r
6,50 WRDO-Moine Radio News
WLBZ-Maine Radio N ews
7.00 ALL-Supper Club
7-15 A LL-New of the World
7.30 ALL-Yankee Yarns
7.45 WCSH- Pleasure Parade
WRDO- H. V. Kaltenborn
WLBZ- H. V. Kaltenborn
8.00 WCSH- Higbways in Melody
WR DO- Guest Stars
WLBZ-David Felton, Counselor
8-15 WLBZ-Marine Corps Show
WRDO-Proudly We Hail
8.30 ALL-Can You Top T his
9-00 AL L-People Are Funny
9.30 ALL-Waltz Time
10.00 ALL-Mystery Theater
JO.JO WCSH- Sports Newsreel of the Air
WRDO-Our Land Be Bright
WLBZ- Dccision Now
10.45 ALL-Public Interest Talks
11-00 WCSH- Maine Network News
WRDO-World News
WLB Z-ESSO Reoorter
11.15 ALL-News of World
11.30 WCSH-Swing Circle
WRDO- Rcaerved for Dancing
WLBZ-Worl d's Great Novel,
12,00 A LL-News

-

WLBZ 620
SATURDAY
MORNING
5.30 WCSH- Paul Gil
WLBZ- Paul Gil
6.00 ALL-News
6.05 WLBZ-Western Jam.
WRDO- T op of Morning Melodies
6.15 WCSH- Dairy Chat
6-25 ALL-Newa
6.30 ALL-Maine Form Topics
7.00 \VCS,H- News
WLRZ-Sacred Heart Program
WHDO-U. P. News
7.05 WHOO- Rudio Reveille
7.15 WCSH- Morninl! Devotions
WLBZ-Slim Bryant's Wildcats
7.J0 WCSH- Keyboard Tapestries
W HDO- U. P. News
WLBZ- ESSO Reporter
7-35 WHOO- Radio Reveille
WLBZ- Program Highlights
7.45 WCSH- Morning Melody Parade
WHIJO- Morning Roundup
WLBZ- Newport Sainte
8.00 ALL-Moine Network New,
8.15 WCSH-Children's Theater
WHOO- Dick Liebert
\VLBZ- Orl,\an Recitol
8.30 WCSH- Homemaker's News
WHOO- Thoughts for the Day
8.45 WCSH-News
WRDO- David Pelton
WLBZ-4-H Club News
9.00 WCSH-School Librarian
WHOO-Story Shop
WLRZ- Story Shop
9.15 WCSH- Tello-Test
9.30 A LL-Coffee with Congress
10.00 WCSH-Recess Time
W HIJO-Frank Me rriwell
WLHZ- Frank Merriwell
10,30 ALL- Archie Andrews
11.00 A LL-Meet The Meeks
11.J0 ALL-Smilin' Ed. McConnell
AFTERNOON
12.00 WCSH-Noontime News
WROO- U. P. News
WLBZ-Korn Kobbers
12.05 WRDO- Maine Radio News
12.10 WRDO-Noonday Revue
12.15 WCSH- Luncheon Club
WLBZ-ESSO Reporter
12,20 WLBZ- Maine . Radio News
12,30 WCSH- Solute to Towns
12.30 WLBZ- Home Is What You Maka
It
WRDO-Meet Mike
1.00 ALL-Maine Network New,
1.15 WCSH- Moine News
W ROO- Decision Now
WLBZ- Izora Duncan
1-20 WCSH-Salon Strings
1-30 ALL-National Farm and Home
Hour
2.00 ALL-Football G ame
5-00 WCSH- David Felton, Counselor
WROO-U. P. News
WLBZ- Edward Tomlinson
5-05 WRDO- 1400 Club
5.15 WCSH- Whitey Berquist O rch.
WLBZ-Whitey Berquist O reb.
S.JO WCSH-Lennie H erman
WLBZ- To Be Announced
WRDO~ To Be Announced
5--15 ALL-KinJI Cole T rio
EVENING
6.00 WCSH- Maine Network News
WRDO- Maine Network News
WLBZ-Esso Reporter
6.15 ALL-Sports J ournal
6.25 WCSH- Maine State News
W RDO- Maine State New,
WLBZ-Musical Interlude
6.30 ALL-NBC Symphony
7-30 WCSH - A s Maine Goes
WRDO-Curtain T ime
WLBZ- Swcetwood Sernader1
8.00 ALL-Life of Ril ey
8-30 ALL- Truth or Consequence,
9-00 ALL-Your Hit Parade
9,30 ALL-Judy Canova
10.00 ALL-Kay Kyser
10,30 ALL-Grand O le Oprey
ll.00 WCSH- Maine N etwork New,
WROO- Worl d News
WLBZ-ESSO Reporter
11.15 ALL-W. W. C haplin
11.30 WCSH- Swinl! Ciccle
WRDO-Rescrved for Dancing
WLBZ-Roosevelt Grill O~cn.
12.00 ALL-News
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Jolson Relies On Wife's Opinion
To Plan l(raft Music Hall Show

A SONG FOR MRS. J OLSON-Mrs. J olson turns an attentive ear IQ husband
Al while he sings one of the numbers associated with his suc.:ess on Broadway

and in early talkies.
\iVhen Al Jolson wants an honest
opinion of his performance on NBC's
"Kraft Music Hall" (Thursdays, 9.00
p. m.), he doesn't ask a professional
cricic. Neither does he take too seriously the words of any fellow entertainer.
"If I w:int to know the truth about
my work," Al S.'lys, "I ask Erle." Erle
is Al's wife, a former X-ray technician. They met three years ago while
he was in an Arkn.nsas hospital recovering from illness after an overseas
troop entcnainment tour.
When Erle says, "That's my boy!"
it's wonh more to Al then the highflown praise of a score of hardened
theatrical critics.
Ede and Al live on a hill, overlooking H ollywood's Radio City, and
Al spends most of his time right
the.re. Hollywood night life is not

Pee tty Radio Actress
Lame nts New Styles

for him, he says; in fact he's proud
of the fact that he doesn't go to
Hollywood night clubs.
"Can't do it," says Al. "My wife
insists on a neighborhood movie at
night-and no single feature, either.
It has to be a double.
"But don't let me kid you," he concludes. "I never had it so good."

Contradictable Archie
Even more a bundle of contradiction than the average is Ed
"Archie" Gardiner of NBC's
"Duffy's T avern," heard Wednesdays at 9:00 p. m. on WCSH ,
WRDO and WLBZ.
Ed says he hates the machine
age, but has four cars; he loves
flowers yet can't tell one variety
from another; he likes to appear
lazy and casual but works like a
T-tojim,;lt biS- b9bhy-oi1 pai11cingsr
He pretends to be a lightweight
inrellectually yet has one of the
finest libraries in Beverly Hills
and is an authority on nineteenth
century authors from Wilkie Collins to Thoreau.
As for his job, there, too, Ed
pretends that "Duffy's" is a snap,
easy ns pie. Actually he edits the
scripts with X-ray attention, going over each line again and again
for further polishing. Like any
other accomplishment, it takes
hard work to make good acting
.• that easy.

l

Television Topics

Wide Experience
Makes Harkness
Top Newsman

Rioburd Harkness

Richard H arkness knows policies
on all levels-from t he city macl1in.es
ro international diplomacy.
For Harkness, NBC vVashington
commentator, is a political analyst
who has come up the hard way. H e
first achieved national fame when he
reported t he activities of the Pendergast machine in Kans.'ls City. That
was about 20 years ago when Harkness was a United Press rerorter,
fresh out of the University o Kansas.
He received his early training 'in
the UP offices of tl1e Southwest Oklahoma City, Dallas, Jefferson City.
T heo came "graduation"-his assignment to Washington, where he covered the country's biggest stories, first
for the Philadelphia Inquirer and
then (since 1942) for NBC.
It has added up to a lot of work.
But is also spells a lot of experience,
and Harkness finds that it pays off in
his present crowded schedule of news
j•'>hs-on NBI'; He's hellrd regularly
on "News of the World" at 7.15 p.
m. (Mon. thru Fri.) and the "World
News Roundup" at 11.15 p. m. (Mon.
thru Fri.). Both programs are carried by Maine's three NBC stations
in Por tland, Augusta and Bangor.
Arrival of the Queen Elizabeth in
New York this month and the consequent booking jam at Gotham's
.hotels caused Garry Moore's hotel
manager to ask him to move to another suite. Garry hadn't heard about
the ship's arrival, so he passed it off
with the remark: "Guess some fellow
with a higher Hooper-rating came in.''

~
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Throat Ailment
Improves Star's
Singing Style
A throat ailment and a tooe change
made Peggy Lee good enough to appear on tl1e new "Jimmy Durante
Show," heard over vVCSH, WRDO
and , ,\ILBZ vVcdnesdays at 10: 30 p. m.
The blonde Peggy started her singing career at 17. Then duoat trouble
developed, requiring a series of operations in her home state of North
Dakota.
She had alre~dy been to H ollywood
when she was told her career was
over. Bur she returned to her home
in Jamestown, N. D., aud, after several
opc1·ations, turned back to singing. In
Fargo, N. D., she persuaded a hotel
manager to let her sing a "couple of
nights for free"-and the engagement
lasted two years. After work in
Minneapolis and St. Paul, she joined
\ Nill Osbourne's band, and got as far
as St. Louis before the band broke up.
So she was out of a job again, and
once again she had tluoat trouble.
AI1other operation, and then Peggy
went to Palm Springs, Calif., to recuperate. It was during this time
that she developed her silken-coned
style. Lacer, she went to Chicago
where she scarred an engagement at
tl1c Ambassador West I Iorel, where
Benny Goodman was a guest. He
liked her style and offered her a jobthe job which definitely put her in
the big time.
Peggy, now featured on the "Jimmy
Durante Show," is also well-known as
a composer. She and her husband,
Dave Barbour, have several song hits
already to their credit, including "You
Was Right, Baby," "I Don't Know
Enough About You" and "It's a Good
Day."

Augusta Station
Fosters ~~Dee-Jays"
A shore while ago, only a select few
knew what a disc jockey was, let alone
having seen one. But in the past year,
the phrase, disc jockey, has become a
household word. Almost everyone
today knows what a disc jockey is and
everyone who twi= ...r radio din! has
heard at least one dee-jay.
To put it briefly, disc jockeying has
come of age. It is now big business.
And, as always with a new profession,
the glamour which has not worn off
hns attracted m:ioy people. An amateur disc jockey trend has swept the
nation.
WRDO staffers, alert to the program
potentialities of amateur disc jockeying, presented a thirteen-week "So
You'd Like To Be A Dlse Jockey?"
contest as a swnmer replacement for
"Meet the Mike" on Saturday mornings at I 1:30. Twelve conrestants
were chosen to present programs on
tl1e air, with the listening audience
voting for their favorites by mail.
Staffers, Dan Kelly and Les Hubley,
produced and directed the summer
series. , ,v inner of the series was
Lionel Labbe of Augusta. Labbe was
awarded five record albums and the

Peggy Lee

Quiz IGds Give
Scholarships
Eight two-year college scholarships,
each valued at $2.200, will be awarded
by NBC's Quiz Kids as top prizes in
a new essay contest for high scbool
seniors writing on tl1e subject, "What
America Means co Me."
The contest was launched during
the Quiz Kids broadcast Sunday, Oct.
19, with an announcement by Dr.
Paul A. vVitty, professor of education at Northwestern University and
chairman of die board of ,· udges for
the contest. Approximate y $20,000
in scholarships and cash will be offered as prizes.
"Quiz Kids" arc staging the contest in cooperation with the non-profit American H eritage Foundation,
sponsors of the Freedom Train, now
touring the country. Only rules for
the contest are that students be high
school seniors, and essays must be
postmarked before midnight, November JO, closing date of d1e contest.
The eight scholarships will be to
any one of seven of the country's
leading universities and will cover all
f~c~ and tuition plus $1,200 to apply to
livmg expenses for both years. In
addition, 50 students will receive
honorahle mention prizes of S50 each.
k-ssays will be judged oa their
treatment of the basic principles. of
democracy, the contribution made by
our history and heritage to America's
present and future, and the individual's responsibility in a democracy.
They also wil be judged on originality
and freshness of style.
opporrunity of presenting the thirteenth program. Second-place winner was Miss Lois Murphy, and third
place went to Al Sanborn, both of
Augusta. Ocher contestants were
J immy Kay, Maurice Blaisdell, Richard Hess, Glenna Plaisted, Cecil Hubley, Robin Colcord, John Peters,
J uan Beckwith and John Viles.
"Mecc the Mike", incidenmlly, has
already returned to the air for its
fourtl1 consecutive year witl1 Dan
Kelly as emcee. It can be heard on
WRDO every Saturday at 12:30 p. m.

Nannette Sargent
Short gals have got to face it. The
ankle length skirts aren't for them,
neither are big hats or frilly dresses.
That's the opinion of diminutive
Nannette Sargent, leading lady of
"Curtain Time" dramas (Saturdays,
7.30 p. m.) over WRDO, Augusta.
Nannette is four feet, 11 inches tall.
"By keeping to the little-below-theknee-length," Nannette said, "people
at least will be able to see that we
shorties aren't walking on our knees
or standing in a hole."
The pert blonde actress warned her
tiny sisters that they must hold that
hemline if they are to maintain a
pretty as well as smart appearance.
"But there is a definite bright spot
on the horizon," says Nannette, "The
promise of short hair styles in the future is a real break for short girlsit will save us from that shaggy-dog
look."

J£:
''Best little ud fibber in the business."

HOW FUNNY CAN YOU GET?-At lenst tba1 seems to be Jeck Benny's
reaction to {ast•talking F red Allen. Benny, clutchi ng his beloved violin, doubles
up with laughter on a vacation time tbeatre date. Both comedians, and their
complete casts, have returned to the NBC line-up of top comedy shows.
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Bendix Transplants Stone's New Roll
Brooklyn Signpost Director - Actor
To Hollywood

Wise Showman
'Customer Is Always Right'
True In Entertainment,
Says Eddie Cantor

George And Gracie Back On Air
In Regular Weekly NBC Program

George Burns end G racie Allen
Eddie Cantor

Ezra Stone

Riley end " Digger" O'Dell

William Bendix, Brooklyn's biggest
booster in swllly California, has a
wicked skeleton hidden in his closet.
Ar. d1e age of 16, Bill was batboy for
the New York Giants- hated rivals
of his beloved Brooklyn Dodgers.
The rugged Bendix who has resumed the Chester Riley role on "The
Life of Riley," heard Saturdays at
8:00 p. m. over WCSH, WRDO and
WLBZ, is one star who has never forgotten the sidewalks of New York
and he's not interested in "going
Hollywood."
And, like Chester Riley, Bendix is a
family man who likes to hang around
the house with his wife, Therese, and
the kids, Lorraine, 16, and Stephanie,
3.

Directing is much harder work
thau acting, says Ezra Stone, who directed a stock company all summer
and has now returned to the air in
his perennial role of H enry in "The
Aldrich Family," heard Thursdays at
8.00 p. m. over WCSH, WRDO and
WLBZ.
Comparing the two, Stone says,
"The challeDge of directing is ten
cinles greater. The actor worries only
about his own performance; the director worries about the entire cast
and the production as well. It's like
comparing checkers to chess."
Stone believes, however, that the
dual roles help each other. A director who is also an actor can get closer
to the problem of the actor.
"Of course," Stone admits, "for me,
at least, and I chink for most actors,
a certain amount of ego has co be
satisfied. But acting one day a week
in 'The Aldrich Family' satisfies all
my acting ambitions."
Stone is wary, however, about acting and directing simultaneously for
d1e same production. He might try
it sometime, but feels he's not up to
it yet.

Although the beautiful home is
equipped with a swimming pool, large
patio and two of the most majestic
0,1k trees in the sr-.ue, the place didn't
always look that way. In fact, it
didn't look that way a year ago. The
extensive landscaping, carpentry and
painting has been done entirely by AAA Man Fights Fires
Bill and Therese. Says Bill: "A year
Arlyn Barnard, WCSH's popular
ago, it was the worst mess you ever
saw-no one would buy it or live in AAA-Safety Man, spent the fire
emergency week protecting his own
it.0
So it's no wonder that, at the drop home in Bar Mills from the flames.
of a hat-or sooner- Bill will show his He managed to get to d1e studio a
guest about the place, chatting mean- few mornings to conduct his regular
while of d1e befores and afters of his prngram at 7:45 n. m. Barnard fought
favorite spot. Finally, he'll point with fires in the Hollis, Buxton, Bar l\1.ills
pride to genuine Flatl>ush Avenue area duoughout the emergency. Lucksignpost, sent to him by the Brooklyn ily, the fires did not cross the Saco
borough fathers, He feels he's now River to directly endanger his home.
living a bit of Brooklyn transplanted His belongings were packed however,
j use in case.
to California.
Singer Peggy Lee is happy these
days because she has some dialogue
lines on the Jimmy Durante show.
Peggy likes to sing, but, she'd also like
to break in as an actress.

Eddie Cantor owes his success as a
showman to being a good business
man.
"As far as I'm concerned," says
.Eddie, whose NBC comedy show has
returned to WCSH, WRDO and
WLBZ, Thursdays at 10: 30 p. m., "I
never Jose sight of d1e fact d1at the
customer is always right. This is
just as true in d1e entertainment world
as it is in any other form of business.
In the 40-odd years that l've been an
entertainer, I've always found that the
audience- and not d1e actor or even
the critics- is the surest barometer of
the show's merits."
Cantor considers the actor's most
imforrauc professional asset is the
ability to sense the reaction of the
audience and to gear his performance
accordingly.
One of Cantor's early innovations
in radio-then considered revolutionary-was when he insisted upon having "live" audiences for his broadcasts. Eyebrows were raised on all
sides, but Cantor refused to be dissuaded.
Says he: "Up to d1e time that I
brought audiences into the studio to
he'.!;!:__ my_ broadcasts, 1 always had
worried about how my st:Utf was going
over with d1e cuscomers. So I made
up my mind to fill the studio with
visitors and let them judge."
By this combination of trying the
new while retaining the best of the
tried and true, Cantor proved in radio,
as he had already proved on stage and
screeu, that a good showman knows
his business in any medium of entertainment

Jimmy Durante, heard on Maine's
three NBC stations each Wednesday
at JO: 30 p. m., has filed incorporation
papers for a new music publishing
house bearing his name.

Vacation days slipped by much too seemed so quiet and empty" that she
quickly for George Burns and Gracie and George packed their bags and
Allen, and they're now back in d1cir went to New York for a few days
new air season, heard on WCSH, where Gracie saw all the Broadway
WRDO and ,¥1.BZ Thursdays at plays she could pack into her schedule
and George spent m<:>st of his time at
8:30 p, m.
When their "Maxwell House Coffee the Friars Club, chumming around
Time" program went off the air for wid1 old friends lilce A1 Jolson, George
the summer, George and Gracie Jessel and Lou Holtz.
Now, George and Gracie are home
hesitated planning any trips because
dlcir two children, Sandra, 13, and in H ollywood and into their 16th
Ronnie, 12, both wanted to go to year of radio programs. Few, if any,
summer camps. Sandra got her wish cast changes have been made this year.
and left for two months at a girls' Musical director Meredith Wilson,
camp in New Mexico and shortly annonncer Bill Goodwin and comedian
after, Ronnie joined some of his young Mel Blanc are back. The show is
friends at a boys' camp near San produced by A1 Kaye and written by
Paul Henning, Keith Fowler and
Francisco.
According to Gracie, "the house Willie Bums.

American Album
Celebrates 17th Year
NBC's "American Album of Familiar Music" started its seventeenth consecutive year of broadcasting when it
began its fall schedule in October.
Jc has been no idle claim to call this
feature one of radio's best-loved programs. Its popularity throughout the
}'Cars has never fallen off. lf confirmation were needed, it could be
found in the fact that music and radio
editors throughout d1e country voted
it top place in tl1e "Musical America"
poll for musical variety programs for
two consecutive years-a proud record.
The program is produced by Frank
Hummert, who onginated it in 193 1.
Hummert's idea that "the song is the
thing" has been reflected in each of
the weekly programs.
The cast boasts the varied talents
of Donald Dame, tenor of the Metropolitan Opera; Jenn Dickenson, coloratura soprano of opera and concert
stage; Margaret Daum, soprano;
Evelyn MacGregor, contralto; Bertrand H irsh, violinist; the Buckingham Choir and Gustave Haenschen's
orchestra.
Its popularity carries beyond the
borders of the U. S. to Canada, where
it has been heard for many years.
It is heard over WCSH, WRDO
and vVLBZ, Sundays at 9: JO p. m.
Paul Archinard, NBC Paris correspondent, is back in the U. S. for the
first time since 1936. He's taking his
daughter to Bucknell University. :.

Jean Dickenson

H arry H ershfield of NBC's "Can
You Top This?" received Sl ,250 in
fees for two speeches this month, and
immediately turned the checks over
to the McCosker-Hershficld Cardiac
.Home, of which he is co-chairman.
The home will be 11 years old on
Dec. 6.
John F. Royal, NBC vice president,
says President Truman on television
bet. 5 showed hinl to be as much a
video "natural" as the late President
Roosevelt was a radio "natural." It
was the first telecast from the White
House.

CANTOR'S F IND-Cece (her initials ere C. C.) Blake is the new 18old singer with Eddie Cantor on bis
NBC program. This is ber network
debut.

H. V . Kaltenborn has just invested
in a new .fishing boat. He and Mrs.
Knltenborn spend most of their free
tlme these days fishing off the Long
Island coast, where the bluefish and
tuna are running.
MEET THE MlK E BIRTHDAY-The popular WRD0 show, Meet the Mike,
obs-erved its third birthday this month. The show is now entering its fourth
consooutive year on tl1e Augusta station. Above, program director Den Kelly
cuts a birthday cake at ceremonies during a recent broadcast, while p rogram
participants !pok on, Don't be fooled by the size of the cake. Kelly says
four of them were used,

Helen Eley has just been signed
as the new Miss Duffy on NBC's
"Duffy's Tavern." She replacP.S Smdra Gould.

FORD DEALERS FROM EASTERN MAINE were guests of WLBZ this
past month nt th e Tarrntine Oub in Bangor. The occasion was in connection
with the new Ford Theater program presented over Maine's three NBC stations
aob Sundoy from 5:00 to 6:00 p . m . Similar meetings were held with Ford
dealers et WSCH, Portland, end WRDO, Auguste.
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Jake Brofee Covers Forest Fires For Farmers
Maine Author Reviews New Book
In Exclusive Bangor Broadcast

Fire Emergency
Covered By MeBS
Continued from Page I

gratulated for the accuracy of his reports by town officials. Many times
he ceased his news coverage to join
fire fighters in battling the blaze.
And during the entire emergencyweek at Bar Harbor, he slept only in
one or rwo hour stretches.
Station WLBZ, Bangor, placed
equipment and men at O'Brien <lisposal. Program director Irving Hunter, announcer John WeUington,
chief engineer John Wibby and others
went into tl1e fire area to make wire
recordings and gather color background. News Editor Joe Eaton stood
by in the \i\/LBZ news room, relaying
O'Brien'~ reports to Portland, headquarters of the Maine Network News
Service. At one time, Hunter and
'Wellington were nearly trapped in the
flames on Mt. Desert Island trying to
get dtrough with recording equipment. Wellington's thrilling account
of the blaze was quoted on the nationwide wires of the United Press.
NBC Coveruge

As soon as the fire emergency became critical, the NBC newsroom in
New York dispatched W.W. Chaplin
to the scene. He made the Maine
Network
News Service central newsAbout a year ago, WLBZ audiences
were introduced to R. E. Gould, Heart-To-Heart Hookup room in Portland his headquarters.
Wednesday night, Oct. 22, Chaplin
author of the story "Yankee Storemade wir& recordings at the scene
keeper." Mr. Gould was interviewed
She says now she's glad she
of the fires in Waterboro and aired
by Irving Hunter on the occasion of
didn't ask for elephants.
them later on N BC. He worked the
the introduction of his book to the
Mrs. H . W. Peck, member of
rest of the evening in the newsroom,
reading public. Since that first apthe American Legion Auxiliary,
writing bulletins and answering phone
pearance before a rµicrophone, Mr.
Inlet, N. Y., wrote to _Jack Berch
calls from many of the out-of-town
Gould has been a guest of such r adio
several weeks ago asking that he
correspondents. J ohn Hogan, di.recluminaries as Mar~rie Mills and Mar.y - J1r.?~asc. an !I!Real for__y~ ~ ter>-0£;.rlie .J\4-.in~-o~~w.s-&rfargarer McBride. ...._
Knit . a1'jhans ancl c othirig for
vice, utilized Chaplin's services just
In September of this year, the Yanhosp1talized_veterans.
as any other news writer or editor.
kee raconteur announced his next
Jack obliged, and the result
The following day, Chaplin went to
publication entitled "Yankee Drumwas that ~11 Inlet was almost
EUsworth, where he aired the Bar
mer," a coUection of storie;; and anecswa'"?ped with wool. Mrs. Peck
Harbor evacuation story on cite Maine
dotes gleaned from his active memory
~ece11:7ed yam from every state
Broadcasting System and NBC.
well spiced with his keen, dry New
m this country and from Mex•
England wit.
ico and Canada-544 pounds of it.
Newsroom O rganization
As sore of a radio "anniversary"
· Jack told the whole story on hls
During the emergency, the central
J\llr. Gould was again interviewed by
NBC broadcast Friday, Oct. 3
newsroom was staffed on a 24 hour
program director Hunter in a dis(11:30 a. m., EST), and sang the
basis with two editors and from tltree
cussion of his most recent literary
appropriate "Old Spinning
to five news writers. The bureaus
effort. On both occasions, Mr. Gould
wl,eel. 11
at WRDO, Augusta, and vVLBZ,
was present in Freese's Department
Bangor, were similarly staffed. Don
Store in Bangor where his book was
on display and R. E., as he is familiarly
Alice Yourman, heard as Archie's Powers of WRDO kept in close touch
known, met prospective readers and mother in NBC's "Archie Andrews'', with the state house, nerve center of
autographed copies.
recently showed up at rehearsal wear- emergency operations. H e broadcast
ing a lei of fresh baby orchids-flown an eye-wimess account of tl1e fire in
Caesar Saerchinger, NBC commen- from Pearl Harbor by her brother, Richmond. John Hogan directed
tator, has just started teaching a course Capt. H. M. Thorpe, as a birthday overall News operations · from the
newsroom at WCSH, Portland, and
iu radio newscasting at Columbia U. offering.
program direct~r Arthur Owens of
WCSH handled program traffic during the emergency. Both men got
little sleep and had their meals brought
to their desks for more tl1an four days.
A great tribute is due the engineering and announcing staffs of all three
stations. Also the office staff that
took thousands of public service
messages over the phone. It would
be in1possible, in this limited space, to
list their names, but it's accurate to
say that everyone on the staff con~
tributed time and energy to broadcasting tl1e fires.
'William H. Rines, managing director of the Maine Broadcasting System,
was in Bangor when the fires became
critical. He handled general operations from there and then came to
Portland where he \I ent into the fire
areas of York County witl1 the special events crews.
Chief Engineer Fred Crandon of
McBS was on 24-hour duty, ready to
assign technicians and handle engineering details. At one time, the WCSH
technical staff had to leave the transmitter at Sc:,irboro to fight a fire that
menaced the building.
ow that the emergency is conSESQVJCENTENNIAL QUEEN, Miss Jacqueline Gates, was conducted on a
special tour of NBC in New York recently through arrangements made by trolled, the staff will have time to
WRDO, Augusta. She was chosen queen of Augusta's sesquicentennial cele- sift and appraise the work done. Final
bration this summer and, as a reward, she was given an air t rip to Manhattan, results will probably bring fortlt a
She's shown above at NBC's television studios as a guide explains the latest use story much more colorful and amazof video cnmer11s.
ing than this.
MAINE AUfH OR- R. E . Gould, author of ''T he Y ankee Storekeeper" and
"The Yankee Drummer," as he appeared ov,er W L BZ, Bangor, this month in an
exclusive interview,
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Augusta Beauty Visits Radio City

Johnson Named
Production Head

,,.
Phil Johnson

Farm Director
Nearly Trapped
In Flames
Jake Brofee, agricultural director of
the Maine Broadcasting System, has
been providing special coverage to
farm listeners during the fire emergency. He will continue to report
the story of rehabilitation and recovery
on Maine farmsteads during the long,
tedious months ahead.
As soon as the fire situation in
Maine became critical- and days before, for that matter:- Brofee began
broadcasting news of the fires' progress to his thousands of farm listeners. In the early days of the fire
emergency, Jake broadcast warnings
to farmers to patrol their property and
prepare for a possible fire scourge.
Then when the raging flames
throughout the state reached disaster
proportions, Jake went on tour to
burned-out and threatened areas and
reported the grim story on special
broadcasts. On Friday, Oct. 24, Jake
made a special tour of the ravished
fire areas of York County. H e interviewed farmers who had lost all, or
nearly aU, of their property. And then
he returned to the studios at WCSH
in Portland to tell his story to listeners.

Phil Johnson of the WCSH staff recently left his role as news reporter
to become production manager of the
Portland station. But, the job of
producing shows is not entirely new
to Phil. He did it once before a
couple of years ago.
Phil began his radio career at
On Thursday, Oct. 23, when the fire
WCSH sb,: years back when he began became dangerously menacing, he was
eighteen months as an aru1ouncer for in Bangor. He went hastily to the
the station. He left Portland after threatened Bar Harbor area and
that to join the announcing staffs at gathered urgen~y-needed informa~on
WHDH and WNAC in Boston. His an~ .~roadcast it ov~ the state--.,~de
first taste of production came at facilities . of tl1e M3:111e Broadcasung
vVHEB in Portsmouth, New Hamp- System m the everung. He entered
shire. From Portsmouth, Phil again th.e fire areas of Mount D~sert Island
went to WBDH-but this...cime ~ ~wit~ a ~taff of WLBZ e_ngineers. J:Ie
s pecial e; ents reporter.
went aan~erously ~sc. to the fire 1t•
WSCH welcomed Phil back on the self. to bring tl1e gnppmg story back
stnif Jast January when he assumed to listeners, hung_ry for ne-:vs, He ~as
stiU another role, that of news writer fl.nearly trapp~d mH thbe swiftly-movmg
and reporter.
ames near ar ar or.
On Sunday, Oct. 25, Jake went to
Lewiston to attend a special meeting
called by Dean Arthur Deering of the
Fred Waring Heard
University of Maine, There plans
On Monday Nights
were mapped for assistance to burned
Fred Waring and his Pennsylvan- out and threatened farmers. Jake
ians have started their new Monday covered this vital farm story and sped
night series for the General Electric back to Portland to present it on a
Company over WCSH, WRDO and special broadcast Sunday night.
All during the height of the emerWLBZ, at 10:30 p. m.
The program features 65 singers gency, Brofee was a man everywhere.
troupe. Bob Considine, sports-writer He.worked night and day in the newsand instrumentalists of the Waring room, in the.. field and on the phone,
anr syndicated columnist of "On the talking to farmers and fann leaders.
Linc," comments weekly on the GE He broadcast urgent messages to
dtrcatened areas, telling them how to
activities.
Waring's half-hour musical show arrange to. have their cattle moved
continues its familiar fast-paced variety from the danger zones. Jake slept
pattern. Script remains at a minimum, little, only in brief stretches, aod ate
with emphasis on the music. Soloists his meals at his desk or in the field.
Jane Wilson, Joan Wheatley, Joe He devoted his daily "Maine Farm
Marine, Joe Sodja, Mac Perrin, Stuart Topics" program to fire-emergency
Churchill, Daisy and her Daodylions, news and bulletins for farmers.
the glee club and orchestra are heard
During this emergency, Jake Brofee
in distinctive Waring arrangements of has proved himself a sincere friend to
popular songs, novelty numbers, bnl- Maine farmers. He will continue to
lads and old-time favorites.
broadcast news of Farm Rehabilitation
Bill Bivens, Waring's regular ao- and to bring true and helpful informanoun7er on his Monday-to-Friday tion to th.e stricken agricultural areas
morrung shows 10:00 a. m., EST), is of Maine. His Daily program is
also on the new series. Tom Bennett heard at 6: 30 A. M. over WCSH,
and Edwin Marshall are the producers. WRDO and ~BZ.

Con·espondent Honored
Merrill Mueller, National Broadcasting Company London correspondent, has been appointed Honorary
Officer of the Order of the British
Empire tl1is month for his services as
war correspondent.
A foreign correspondent since 1938,
Mueller has been with NBC since
1943. During the war he covered
both the European and Pacific campains.
Among NBC stars who have made
special announcements for the ''Freedom Train" are Dorothy Lamour,
Jimmy Durante, Pat O'Brien and
Lyn~ Bari.

Bangor Music Clubs
Use WLBZ Studios
Musical activity in various forms
flows from Studio "B" of WLBZ on
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings.
Two Bangor organizations are currently utilizing the scudio through tl1e
courtesy of the station. Tuesday evenings, the Bangor Men's Chorus
stages rehearsals and on W ed11esdays the Y. M. C. A. holds Music Appreciation classes. This is in keeping
witl1 the station's policy of making
the auditorium facilities of Studio
"B" available to such gatherings and
organizations when they do not conflict with broadcasting activity.

